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VERSION 4
This version of the HELAA report supersedes the HELAA Report (Version 3) published by AVDC, May 2016. The report is updated for sites promoted in 2016 (to end of VALP Draft Plan
consultation period) from all sources, any sites where the promoted wishes them withdrawn, any sites completed and any changes to the suitability from previously assessed sites (due to
changes in circumstances, constraints or further information received by AVDC). This version of HELAA informs the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan Proposed Submission Plan for public period of
comments in April-May 2017.
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Executive Summary
The Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) (formally known as Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) although the
SHLAA did not consider Economic Development) is a key component of the evidence base to inform the preparation for the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan
(VALP). A strategic assessment of housing land availability is required by the National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 159) with further guidance set
out in the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The HELAA presents a strategic picture of the availability and suitability of land for development, providing a
key component of the evidence base to inform the preparation of the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP). Further, it attempts to establish realistic
assumptions about the number of homes and amount of economic development that this land could yield and the timeframe within which this might come
forward.
This HELAA report follows the published joint methodology set out in the ‘Central Buckinghamshire HELAA methodology’ (May 2015) 1 which is in
accordance with the NPPF and PPG. The methodology is very similar to that used for the SHLAAs carried out previously. This version of the HELAA informs
the VALP Proposed Submission Plan. It updates and supersedes the previous HELAA report Version 3 dated May 2016. The difference is that this report
includes additional 142 sites that fed into consideration for the study between 4 January and 12 September 2016. This version of HELAA also includes
corrections, factual updates and instances where the Council has revised what it considers to be the potential for site. For HELAA v4 any changes to the
assessed sites in version 3 of the report are shown in BOLD. In cases where development is now completed, the site no longer appears. This version of
HELAA also updates the position on commitments and completions to 20 December 2016 for housing and 31 March 2016 for economic development.
Overall this HELAA study indicates a total potential capacity for 25,571 dwellings on 234 sites and 584,712 sqm of floorspace for economic development on
65 sites to be delivered during the plan period to 2033. In addition to this HELAA capacity there is also planning permission for 0 dwellings (of 5 or more
units) on sites outside of HELAA settlements, permission for 413 dwellings (already reduced by 10% for non delivery) on sites below 5 and evidence that
888 dwellings could be delivered in total on windfall sites (sites below 5 in years 4-15). Including this on top of the HELAA capacity gives a total potential
capacity of 26,872 dwellings. Of this total potential capacity approximately 10,336 dwellings could be delivered within the first five years and 16,536
dwellings from specific sites that are considered to be developable in the longer term have been identified, years 6-15.
In addition to the HELAA capacity for economic development there is also planning permission for 20,806 sqm on sites over 500 sqm outside of HELAA
settlements and district-wide a permission for a net loss of 40,973 sqm on sites below 500sqm. Including this on top of the HELAA capacity gives a total
potential capacity of 584,712 sqm economic development.
In the first three years of the plan period, 2013/14 , 2014/15 and 2015/16 there are also 3,600 dwellings that have already been delivered and a net gain in
completions of 44,966 sqm of economic development of 500sqm or more (which includes the large developments of Arla dairy and two new schools on
the Berryfields MDA).
1

http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/supporting-evidence
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1. Overview of the study
1.1

The Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) (formally known as Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
although the SHLAA did not consider Economic Development) is a key component of the evidence base to inform the preparation and review Local
Plan. A strategic assessment of housing land availability is required by the National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 159). The HELAA presents
a strategic picture of the availability and suitability of land for development, providing a key component of the evidence base to inform the
preparation of the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP). Further, it attempts to establish realistic assumptions about the number of homes and
amount of economic development that this land could yield and the timeframe within which this might come forward. Detailed Guidance on the
purpose of the HELAA and its preparation is given in the Planning Practice Guidance.

1.2

This HELAA report follows the published joint methodology set out in the ‘Central Buckinghamshire HELAA methodology’ (May 2015) 2 which is in
accordance with the NPPF and PPG. This joint methodology was prepared following agreement between Wycombe District Council, Chiltern District
Council and Aylesbury Vale District Council and published after a stakeholder consultation in Spring 2015. The joint methodology aims to ensure a
consistent methodology for each Council’s HELAA within the Central Buckinghamshire Housing Market Area and Functional Economic Market Area,
as identified in the Housing Market Areas and Functional Economic Market Areas in Buckinghamshire and the surrounding areas (March 2015) 3,

2. Purpose and caveats
2.1

The HELAA is an important evidence source to inform Plan-making, but does not in itself determine whether a site should be allocated for housing
or economic development or whether planning permission should be granted. The allocation of a site for development can only be made in the
Local Plan or through a Neighbourhood Plan. The Plan-making process will determine which suitable sites should come forward for development
and for what level of development.

2.2

Although sites can only be allocated in the Local Plan or a Neighbourhood Plan, planning applications must still be determined during the
preparation of a Plan and via the Development Management process. This can relate not only to sites that the Council is considering allocating, or
has allocated, but to sites that are contrary to an emerging or adopted Plan.

2.3

The HELAA is not the Council’s last word in respect of site analysis for Development Management or site allocation purposes. Due to the scope of
the HELAA, the Council has not assessed every site to the extent that would be required to support a planning application or make an allocation.

2
3

http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/supporting-evidence
http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/supporting-evidence
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The resource implications are too great. It can provide a view on suitability & capacity based the strategic level of analysis undertaken, which is
proportional to the primary task of the HELAA which is to assist in plan-making and to evidence, broadly speaking, what the district might be able to
achieve in respect of growth and the options for where growth can go.
2.4

The scrutiny of a sites suitability & capacity credentials can and will increase during the Development Management process. There should not be
too much variance between an assessment in the HELAA and the Development Management view (although the HELAA should not be read as preapplication advice, which should be routinely sought). However, for some sites the judgement as to whether it is suitable (or how suitable it is) can
be finely balanced, involving a range of considerations.

2.5

The information included within the HELAA including such things as site boundaries and the capacity of a site are based on the best information
reasonably available at the time. Users of the study should acknowledge that there may be, for example, additional constraints not identified or
changes to boundaries for the purposes of a planning application or Local Plan allocation. Some of the sites assessed are considered to only be
partly suitable and this is noted in the site assessment but the whole site is still mapped.

2.6

Neighbourhood Plans which allocate development are also likely to carry out their own separate site assessments or HELAA type of study, but they
may wish to apply different criteria. They are not required to use the results of the district-wide HELAA however it can be a useful starting point and
a good source of information about site characteristics which can assist with the preparation of Neighbourhood Plans.

2.7

The HELAA update study for version 4 of the report has a base date of 20 December 2016 for Housing and 31 March 2016 for economic
development (although the site assessments have taken into account the latest information in terms of planning applications etc.) and therefore
represents a ‘snap shot’ of information held at that time. As required by Government guidance the HELAA will be updated regularly taking into
account new information about existing sites and new sites that are suggested to the council.
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3. Structure of this report
3.1

This report presents the findings and overall conclusions of the HELAA study carried out by the Council as part of the evidence base for the Vale of
Aylesbury Local Plan. An executive summary sets out the overall key findings and implications whilst the first section, the overview of the study,
explains what a HELAA is.

3.2

The next section of the study summarises the aligned Central Buckinghamshire HELAA methodology which is being used by Aylesbury Vale,
Wycombe District, Chiltern and South Buckinghamshire District Councils to inform emerging local plans as authorities in a shared housing market
area. The methodology section in this HELAA then identifies:
• the locations being assessed in Aylesbury Vale District
• the role and membership of the HELAA Steering Group
• the identified constraints and role of technical consultees
• the involvement of Council officers in the shared housing market area
• how sites have been assessed for suitability and achievability

3.3

The main section of this report contains the tables and maps for sites in each location assessed. There are tables for both suitable and unsuitable or
undeliverable sites and maps showing the extent of sites assessed at each location. For HELAA v4 any changes to the assessed sites in version 3 of
the report and additional sites are shown in BOLD.

3.4

A final section will set out the overall conclusions both for each location assessed and for the whole district in terms of the potential housing and
economic development capacity that the study has identified.
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4. Methodology
4.1

The Central Bucks HELAA methodology (May 2015), which can be viewed in full here 4, was developed and agreed jointly by Aylesbury Vale, Chiltern
and Wycombe District Councils. This was on the basis that these three councils are identified in the same Housing Market Area. It complies with the
National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG, 2014 as updated) on HELAAs and was consulted on in early 2015. Below is an overview of the
methodology with further details on how it has been applied in Aylesbury Vale. A summary of the process that have been followed and the general
timetable is detailed in appendix 3.

Stage 1 – Site/broad location identification
4.2

Table 1 in the methodology sets out the complete list of sources used to identify sites to be considered in the HELAA. A large proportion of sites
were submitted when we carried out a Call for Sites 5 alongside the VALP Regulation 18 scoping consultation which ran for 8 weeks in Spring 2014,
we have included sites that were submitted to us up until 6 September 2016, sites submitted since will be assessed in the next HELAA. We have also
assessed sites which have been submitted as a planning application or a pre-application (provided the landowner has agreed) between 1st January
2010 and 30th June 2016. This includes if a site has been refused permission in the past because circumstances may have changed relating to the
reasons for refusal. There are now 31 emerging (include made) neighbourhood plans in the district, so sites which have been identified as available
for development through their processes (to the Reg 16 ‘Submission’ stage) have also been included in the HELAA.

4.3

Once the sites have been identified there are some reasons set out in table 2 of the methodology why sites should be excluded. One of these is if a
site is not within or adjoining a settlement or previously developed land (PDL). When carrying out this assessment slightly more flexibility was given
when considering a site for employment which is often a use not quite adjacent to residential areas but still within close proximity to the
settlement.

4.4

To identify the settlements which should be considered in the HELAA the most up-to-date settlement hierarchy information was used. This is May
2016 – the hierarchy of the VALP Draft Plan as informed by settlement hierarchy review. The settlement hierarchy is an evidence document which
assesses how sustainable settlements taking into account the existing population, facilities and links to larger service centres – either strategic,
large, medium or smaller villages. For the purposes of a HELAA suitability and achievability assessment, this is done exactly the same way regardless
of position as a sustainable settlement in the hierarchy.

4
5

http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/supporting-evidence
submitted by 6 September 2016
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STRATEGIC SETTLEMENTS (5)
Aylesbury
Buckingham
Wendover
Winslow
Haddenham

LARGE VILLAGE (13)
Aston Clinton
Edlesborough
Ivinghoe
Long Crendon
Pitstone
Steeple Claydon
Stoke Mandeville
Stone (including Hartwell)
Waddesdon (including Fleet Marston)
Whitchurch
Wing
Wingrave

MEDIUM VILLAGE (19)
Bierton (including Broughton)
Brill
Cheddington
Cuddington
Gawcott
Great Horwood
Grendon Underwood
Ickford
Maids Moreton
Marsworth
Marsh Gibbon
Newton Longville
North Marston
Padbury
Tingewick
Quainton
Stewkley
Stoke Hammond
Weston Turville

SMALL VILLAGE (45)
Adstock
Akeley
Ashendon
Aston Abbotts
Beauchampton
Bishopstone
Buckland
Calvert Green
Chackmore
Charndon
Chearsley
Chilton
Cublington
Dagnall
Dinton
Drayton Parslow
East Claydon
Ford
Granborough
Great Brickhill
Halton
Hardwick
Ivinghoe Aston
Little Horwood
Ludgershall
Mentmore and Ledburn*
Mursley
Nash
Northall
Oakley
Oving (including Pitchcott*)
Preston Bissett
Shabbington
Slapton
Soulbury
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*
4.5

Stowe and Dadford*
Swanbourne
Thornborough
Turweston
Twyford
Weedon
Westbury
Westcott
Worminghall
Whaddon
For the purposes of HELAA, the sustainable settlements in these areas are ‘Dadford’, ‘Oving’ and ‘Mentmore’
As well as those settlements listed above, land within Aylesbury Vale District adjoining the following settlements in neighbouring districts/boroughs
form part of the assessment because they in themselves exceed the sustainability criteria used in the settlement hierarchy and these settlements
are immediately adjacent to the district boundary. They are therefore sustainable locations for identifying potential growth capacity in HELAA.

Location
Bletchley (south) (southwest) and (southeast)
Leighton Linslade (west)
Milton Keynes (west)
Tring (northwest)

Neighbouring district or borough
Milton Keynes Council
Central Bedfordshire Council
Milton Keynes Council
Dacorum Borough Council

4.6

These locations will be considered in discussions with the relevant neighbouring authorities as part of the Duty to Co-operate discussions.

4.7

The following ‘small village’ locations in the Draft Settlement Hierarchy had no sites to be assessed:
Chackmore (parish of Radclive cum Chackmore), Hardwick, Ludgershall and Preston Bissett.

4.8

4.9

Sites have been given a reference starting with three letters that accord to what parish that site is within. Some sites although are within one parish
but they relate to a settlement outside that parish. If the site is within one parish that includes a HELAA settlement but adjoins or closely relates to
another HELAA settlement the site has been included in the tables below for both the settlements to show it has a relationship to both and to
reflect the whole picture for that particular place. However to avoid double counting of site capacity the assessment of these sites have only been
included in the settlement that the site better relates to or the growth is more appropriate for. A list of sites that this effects is shown in Appendix
1.
A total of 915 sites across the district for inclusion in the HELAA study. These cover an area of 8,396 hectares.
Final Aylesbury Vale Draft Housing and Economic Development Land Availability Assessment Report v4 (January 2017)
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Figure 1: HELAA assessment Locations

4.10

The first assessment was to see whether the sites were at the locations listed above. On this basis 69 sites were excluded and are listed in table 2.
Table 2 of the aligned methodology lists a number of categories to exclude sites following an initial desktop assessment. These were considered for
each of the sites and any relevant reasons for exclusion are noted in the site assessments. In a lot of cases these constraints only covered part of the
site and therefore the entire site was carried followed for a more detailed assessment.

Stage 2 – Site/broad location assessment
4.11

Once the sites were identified and any initial exclusions made each site was assessed through a site visit, desktop review of known constraints and
then a request for comments from third parties listed below under technical consultees. The constraints identified in paragraphs 2.8-29 of the
aligned methodology have been considered for sites and noted in the site assessment if relevant.

4.12

A separate Green Belt Assessment is being carried out. Part 1 of the assessment is has been published, this tests parcels of land against the
purposes of the Green Belt set out in paragraph 80 of the NPPF. Part 1 of the study can be viewed online 6. This identifies parcels or sub parcels that
perform weakly against the purposes of the Green Belt. These are currently being considered further in Part 2 of the Green Belt Assessment which
where appropriate uses similar methodology as the HELAA. The assessment has not been completed so the findings of the report are currently
unknown. Sites within the Green Belt are currently considered unsuitable in this HELAA.

Assessing Deliverability
4.13

Sites that are considered suitable have then been assessed for their deliverability. Site deliverability comprises both ‘availability’ and ‘achievability’
as discussed in the aligned methodology paragraphs 2.30- 2.39. For the Aylesbury Vale HELAA this has been carried out by Council officers following
submission of details from site promoters in the Call for Sites, the 2013 SHLAA, in neighbourhood plan site assessments, on planning applications
and as par t of the work for the five year housing land supply document. Where there was no up to date information about a site or previously a site
had been considered not available then the land ownership details were sought through various methods including older planning applications or
pre apps, business rate records, internal officer information and neighbourhood plan groups. Attempts were made to contact them, in only a few
cases where no details on ownership have been found or attempts to contact the owner haven’t been successful this has been identified in the site
assessment and the site only considered ‘developable’ (to be built between years 6-15) in this HELAA report.

Calculating a development yield
4.14

6

To establish a development yield, as set out in Table 2 of the aligned methodology, unless any other assumptions have been set out in an approved
planning application, allowed appeal or made neighbourhood plan a standard density of 30 dwellings per hectare (dph) on the suitable site area is
applied at all locations except a minimum of 50dph at Aylesbury, Buckingham, Winslow and Wendover town centres as defined on the Aylesbury

http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/supporting-evidence

Vale District Local Plan 2004 Proposals Maps (other than Aylesbury where the town centre boundary has been suggested by GL Hearn in the 2015
Retail Study). If there are constraints that may lower the yield from a site then these constraints have been identified in the site assessment and the
yield adjusted accordingly. Opportunities to achieve a higher density (35 dph) have also been identified in HELAA v3 and v4. For economic
development, the yield is set out in the HELAA report as a floorspace figure in square metres. This is derived from the 2014- Call For Sites, the 2013
Employment Land Review, made neighbourhood plans, the Council’s economic development monitoring trajectory (approved planning applications
and allowed appeals) or in any other cases, estimates by Council officers. Where there is no information about a employment site’s capacity officers
have made an estimation based on what other sites in that vicinity have delivered, this has given the conservative indication that around a third of
the site could come forward in sqm floorspace.

4.15

For working out phasing on housing sites, if there is no other information, there have been some general conservative assumptions as a starting
point based on past delivery rates. Larger sites of over 500 dwellings without permission are considered to start delivering from year 6 onwards,
sites between 50 and 500 without permission from year 5 onwards, sites under 50 without permission from year 4 onwards. How much can be
delivered each year depends on where the sites is and the settlement size. Large sites at Aylesbury and Buckingham are considered to be able to
deliver 200dpa but for example sites over 50 in larger villages are considered to deliver more like 20dpa.

Local Stakeholder involvement
4.16

The Planning Practice guidance sets out that the HELAA should be prepared with the involvement of key stakeholders including house builders,
registered social landlords, local property agents, local communities and other agencies.

4.17

The council has involved the following relevant stakeholders in the preparation of the HELAA:
•
•
•
•
•

4.18

A HELAA Stakeholder group was established involving a cross-sector of interested parties to provide input on the process and the
methodology and assumptions applied;
The joint HELAA methodology was published on the three Council’s websites and available for comment
Landowners, developers and agents were contacted to discuss availability, achievability and deliverability of specific sites (where not
already clear from the Call For Sites and planning applications);
Officers from across the council and at Buckinghamshire County Council provided detailed technical input about specific sites including
development management, design and conservation, leisure and open spaces, housing, and highways.
Discussions with neighbouring authorities where appropriate

The involvement of these stakeholders has helped to ensure that the information in the report is as up to date and relevant as possible according to
those people who are actively involved in delivering residential and economic development in the district. Council held constraint data supplied by
other agencies has also been used in the assessments.
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HELAA Stakeholder group
4.19

The original HELAA methodology which was subsequently fed into the approach refined in the Central Buckinghamshire HELAA methodology was
reviewed and agreed in partnership with a HELAA Stakeholder group that was established to provide input on the study. The group included
representatives from the development industry and other housing providers, as well as community representatives. This helped to ensure that the
study had a partnership approach as is encouraged in the Planning Practice Guidance. It also helped to ensure that assumptions in the study were
realistic according to those with recent experience of housing and economic development delivery within the district.

4.20

Further details about the membership of the group and their role, including terms of reference and how it influenced the process, can be found in
Appendix 2. The group will provide comments on the draft HELAA and these will be taken into account with any other comments received. Final
determination of the contents of the HELAA will be made by Council Officers.

Technical consultees
4.21

The following technical experts were consulted on the sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.22

AVDC Development Management
AVDC Landscape
AVDC Green Space and Trees
AVDC Biodiversity
AVDC Heritage
Buckinghamshire County Council Highways
Buckingham County Council Education, Flood Management, Rights of Way, Passenger Transport, Energy, Adults and Well Being, Ecology,
Minerals and Waste and Digital Infrastructure

Experts were asked for their opinion on the potential use of the site for housing and or economic development, the scale of development and any
constraints that may affect site capacity and delivery. All responses were logged and either responses were used to add to/amend the database of
how sites were being considered whilst in some cases follow up discussions were held with the consultee(s).

Officers from Councils in the Central Buckinghamshire housing market area
4.23

The three Councils agreed an aligned HELAA methodology in May 2015. Planning policy officers from Wycombe District Council and Chiltern District
Council were consulted in late July 2015 on the Aylesbury Vale Stage 1 sites proposed to be discounted and again on the draft assessments of the
sites (Stage 2) in September 2015. Further engagement took place on the HELAA Review sites. All comments received were logged and queries
responded to.
Final Aylesbury Vale Draft Housing and Economic Development Land Availability Assessment Report v4 (January 2017)
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Public scrutiny of this work and contribution to the update
4.24

From October 2015 to 4 December 2015 the Draft HELAA Report (version 2) was subject to public scrutiny and a period for independent reflection,
comment and further contribution on the work done to that time before the update took place and a final edit for version 3 of the report. 539
comments were received on the draft HELAA in responding to the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan Issues and Options. A summary of the issues raised is
published on the Council website 7.

4.24

Suring summer 2016 there were 55 comments received on HELAA version 3. A summary of all issues raised on all the evidence documents and
the plan itself is available 8 at http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/vale-aylesbury-local-plan-draft-plan

5. Windfall
Stage 3 – Windfall assessment
5.1

The NPPF allows for a windfall allowance provided there is “compelling evidence that such sites have consistently become available in the local area
and will continue to provide a reliable source of supply” (para 48). Windfall sites are defined as sites which have not been specifically identified as
available in the Local Plan process. This can include the conversion of existing buildings, the utilisation of brownfield land or development under
permitted development rights. The NPPF specifies that the allowance should not include residential garden land. It sets out in the methodology that
as the HELAA does not include sites which are less than 5 dwellings (net) therefore a windfall allowance will be included if there is sufficient
evidence, it was agreed to look back over the past 10 years to identify the trends and assess whether this was likely to continue in the future.

5.2

A windfall allowance will only be made from years 4 onwards to avoid double counting because committed planning permissions are likely to be
delivered in that time.

7
8

http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/vale-aylesbury-local-plan-–-issues-and-options-consultation
Report by Golder Associates for AVDC, ‘Summary of Consultation Responses Vale of Aylesbury Draft Local Plan’ December 2016
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Table 1: 10 years of past Windfall completion rates on sites less than 5
Year
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
5.3

Completions on Small Windfall
Sites (=< 4 Dwellings) Net (excluding residential gardens)
92
85
110
54
29
66
55
84
82
83

The average from windfall sites under 5 looking at trends over the past 10 years is 74 dwellings per year. There has been a consistent and reliable
supply from these sites over a period of time long enough to include economic market fluctuations. It is considered that these sites are likely to
continue being delivered in the future, this position will be reviewed regularly as part of updating the HELAA to take into account anything that
would mean it might change.
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6. Site Assessment Summary and Plans
6.1

Below is the list of ‘Call For Site’ sites which were promoted in the 2014-16 (to 6 September 2016) located away from a HELAA settlement listed
below paragraph 4.4 and therefore do not form part of the HELAA site/settlement capacity appraisals.

Table 2: Promoted sites outside HELAA settlements (new sites for version 4 in bold)
ADD001
ADD002
ADD003
ASF001
CRE001

Reference

Site Address
Land South of Buckingham Road
Land to south of Buckingham Road
Addington Business Park, Verney Road
Waldridge Garden Village, between Aston Sanford and Ford
Creslow Former Telephone Repeater Station

ECL004

Land promoted as a new settlement in vicinity of East Claydon and
Verney Junction

EDG001

Marsh Gibbon Turn

EDL022

Land to the West of Ringshall Road, Ringshall

HUL001
HUL002
HUL003
KWD001
KWD002
KWD003
KWD004
KWD005
LEC001
LEC002
LEC003
PIC001
PIC002
THN001

Land at Bierton
Land north east of Bierton
Land north east of Bierton
Land at the Akeman Inn
Land at Kingswood lane
Crossways Business Park
Next to Chapel
Kingswood lane Double plot
Land at South End (southern plot)
Land at Middle End (site to the south of Chequers House)
Land at Wicken Road, Leckhampstead
Hillhead Farm
Land adjacent Pitchott Hill Farm
North Paddock Home Farm

Parish
Addington
Addington
Addingon
Aston Sanford/Ford
Creslow
East Claydon, Steeple Claydon,
Middle Claydon, Addington,
Winslow
Edgcott
Edlesborough (settlement of
Ringshall)
Hulcott
Hulcott
Hulcott
Kingswood
Kingswood
Kingswood
Kingswood
Kingswood
Leckhampstead
Leckhampstead
Leckhampstead
Pitchcott
Pitchcott
Thornton
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Site Area (ha)
43
7
1.9
443
0.02
2,979
18.5
6.3
19
6.3
6
2.8
1.6
4.1
1.2
2
2.5
0.2
22
2
30
0.39
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THN002
THN003
6.2

Reference

Site Address

South Paddock Home Farm
Land South of Corner Cottage

Thornton
Thornton

Parish

Site Area (ha)
0.39
1.3

Although not assessed in the HELAA the settlements classed as smaller villages in the settlement hierarchy have got some sites with capacity for
more than five dwellings which are already committed because they have planning permission as at 31st March 2016 and have been assessed as
deliverable for the five year housing land supply document. A similar position applies in relation to employment sites over 500sqm. These need to
be included in the capacity of the district.

Table 3: Housing commitments over 5 units outside HELAA settlements
6.3

The three sites in this table from HELAA v3 have either been completed or moved into the settlement tables in this report. There were no new
sites to add for over 5 units outside HELAA settlements.

Table 4: Economic Development commitments over 500sqm outside HELAA settlements
Monitoring
Ref
030i0029
049i0010
063i0016
071i0022
076i0013
105i0058
105i0059
115i0008
119i0051
119i0052
128i0006a
TOTAL

Parish
BIDDLESDEN
EDGCOTT
HOGSHAW
LILLINGSTONE DAYRELL
LUDGERSHALL
STOWE
STOWE
WATER STRATFORD
WESTCOTT
WESTCOTT
WOTTON UNDERWOOD

Address
Partnership Poultry Farm, Whitfield Road,
Faccenda Chicken Ltd, Marsh Gibbon Road,
Green Dragon Rare Breeds Farm & Eco Centre, Claydon
Road
Silverstone Park, Silverstone Road,
Kings Farm, Piddington Road,
West 5, Stowe School, Stowe Park,
Stowe School, Stowe Park,
Scirese Farm, Brackley Road,
Westcott Venture Park, High Street,
Westcott Venture Park, High Street,
Tittershall Lodge, Kingswood Lane,

Planning
application
app/1965/15
app/0012/16

Floorspace sqm (net)
903
602

app/1744/15
app/2950/15
app/0690/15
app/1672/16
app/0915/16
couaf/2422/14
app/0073/16
app/1116/16
app/2604/14
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752
11630
570
717
1625
545
2290
651
521
20,806

Site
area
(ha)
0.09
0.06
2.56
3.71
0.09
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.23
0.04
0.03
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Table 5: Care Homes capacity at HELAA settlements
HELAA Reference
AYL098

Address
Former Steeple Chase Public House,
Taylor Road

Site size
0.26

Status as at 31/03/2016
Permission

HAD005

Land north of Pegasus Way, Haddenham
Airfield

68

Permission

64

STO017

Bartletts Residential Home, Peverel Court, 0.10
Portway Road

Permission

27

Total
6.3

Remaining Capacity
14

105

The following sites shown in earlier versions of HELAA have now been completed and so do not appear on the following settlement tables and
maps: BKP001, PIT13, AYL037, HAD003, AYL066, HAD017, MAR005, SCD004, WEN008, WAD013, WHI005, AYL086, EDL012, AYL092, OVI002,
AYL099.
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Adstock
Housing
Reference

ADS001

ADS002

Site Address

Adstock
House, East
Street

Land r/o
Orchard
Bungalow,

Parish

Adstock

Adstock

Site Area
(ha)

ADS003

Adstock

ADS005

Adstock

Suitable

No

No

0.89

0.22

Unsuitable - adverse impact on setting of
Listed Buildings and Conservation Area,
and also the settlement
pattern/character. The site also has
significant biodiversity constraints.

No

No

0.8

Unsuitable - adverse impact on the
Conservation Area and Listed Buildings,
and unlikely to reflect the form of
historic development. There are also
highway concerns to developing site
given the site is on a bend and the
proximity of the A413. The site also has
significant biodiversity constraints.

No

No

1.6

Unsuitable – development would be
likely to have an adverse impact on the
conservation area, a Listed cottage
heritage and settlement pattern. There

No

No

Street

Land opposite
Birds Cottage,
Main Street

Achieva
bility

Unsuitable - adverse impact on setting of
Listed Buildings, and unlikely to reflect
the form of historic development. There
have also been previous concerns to a
narrow access and highway visibility
issues.

Pilch Lane

Land to the
east of Ryans
Cottage, Main

Site assessment

Capacity

1-5
Years

Final Aylesbury Vale Draft Housing and Economic Development Land Availability Assessment Report v4 (January 2017)

6-15
Years

Economic
Development

Suitable

Capacit
y (sqm)

No
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Housing
Reference

ADS006

Total

Site Address

Land between
Adstock
Manor and
Scotts Lane

Parish

Adstock

Site Area
(ha)

0.54

Site assessment

are also highway access concerns (same
issue as ADS003).
Unsuitable – development would be
likely to have an adverse impact on the
Conservation Area, listed cottage and
settlement pattern. Access via Scotts
Lane is likely to be problematic due to
narrow width.

Achieva
bility

Suitable

No

No

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development

Suitable

Capacit
y (sqm)

No

0
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Akeley
Housing
Reference

AKE001

AKE002

Site Address

Leckhampstead
Road

Land at
Leckhampstead
Road

Total

Parish

Akeley

Akeley

Site Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability

Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development

Suitable

0.92

Unsuitable - for residential use or
intensification of employment use.
The site is a sensitive village edge
location with a listed building
adjacent. If commercial use was no
longer viable and without market
interest then an alternative use on
the current building footprint may
be appropriate. However achieving
5 homes in keeping with the
character of the village and
sympathetic to the listed building is
unlikely.

No

No

No

1.58

Unsuitable - development would
be likely to have an adverse
impact on the Conservation Area
and highways due to inadequate
width of the local highway
network, poor footway provision
and poor visibility at road
junctions.

No

No

No

Capacity
(sqm)

0
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Ashendon
Housing
Reference

ASH001

Total

Site Address

Land at Brickhill

Parish

Ashendon

Site Area
(ha)

0.91

Site assessment

Unsuitable - development
would be likely to have an
adverse impact on settlement
form and also highways with
restricted visibility at the
junction with Main Street.
There is also likely to be a
prominent landscape visual
impact.

Achievability

No

Suitable

Capacity

Economic
Development
1-5
Years

No

6-15
Years

Suitable

Capacity
(sqm)

No

0
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Aston Abbotts
Housing
Reference

AAB001

Site Address
Land adjacent
to Orchard
Cottage, Moat

Parish

Aston Abbotts

Site Area
(ha)

AAB002

Aston Abbotts

Achieva
bility

Suitable

No

No

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Suitable

0.17

Unsuitable - Site is detached from the main
built up area of Aston Abbotts and could
not accommodate the minimum threshold
of 5 dwellings given the density of the
surrounding development.

0.19

Suitable - Site has permission for 148 sqm
net A1 floorspace, and 666 sqm net D2
floorspace.

Yes

No

0.5

Unsuitable - development would be likely to
have a harmful impact on the conservation
area and listed building curtilage.

No

No

No

0.56

Unsuitable - Site is detached from the main
part of Aston Abbots. Developing the site
would also have a adverse impact on the
setting of the adjacent Listed Building and
Conservation Area. There is dense
woodland on south east edge of the site,
the loss of which would have a medium high ecology impact.

No

No

No

Lane
Land at
Willowbrook
Farm,
Bushmead

Site assessment

Economic
Development

Capacit
y (sqm)

No

0

Yes

814

Road

AAB003

AAB004

The Abbey,
Moat Lane

Land to the
west of The
Abbey, Moat
Lane

Total

Aston Abbotts

Aston Abbotts

0
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Aston Clinton
Housing
Reference

AST001
AST002
AST003
AST004

AST005
AST007

Site Address

Parish

Land behind
Green End
Street
Land at
Stratford
Close
Land at Park
Farm and
Church Lane

Aston
Clinton

Land at
College Road

Site
Area
(ha)
25

Site assessment

Yes

Yes

30

30

No

Yes

Yes

36

36

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Aston
Clinton

13.65

Suitable – the site has a resolution to grant
planning permission subject to completion
of a Section 106 Agreement.
Unsuitable - This site is not suitable for
residential development, it is detached from
the built form of Aston Clinton and adjoins
an industrial site which would have an
adverse impact on the amenity of local
residents. The site is located along the
northern section of College Road north and
the carriageway leading to the site is
restrained in terns of width and vertical
alignment, due to the presence of a hump
back bridge, to support additional
development - either residential or
economic.
Unsuitable - It is considered that this site is
unsuitable for residential development due
to highway constraints.
Suitable – the site has a resolution to grant
planning permission for 93 homes subject
to completion of a Section 106 Agreement.

3.54

Suitable

20

1.98

Aston
Clinton

6-15
Years

95

Aston
Clinton

Land between
26 and 34
Aylesbury
Road

1-5
Years

Yes

Suitable - The site has planning permission
for 30 homes.

1.98

Capacity

Yes

1.26

Aston
Clinton

Suitable

Part suitable – The western 5ha of the site
has planning permission for 95 dwellings.

Aston
Clinton

Land off
College Road

Achievability

Economic
Development

93

60
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75

33

Capacity
(sqm)

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AST009
AST011

AST012
AST013

AST014

AST015

AST016

Site Address

Parish

Land to the
east off Brook
Street
Land behind
Green End
Street & New
Road

Aston
Clinton

50 Aylesbury
Road

Aston
Clinton

1

Land to the
East of
Stablebridge
Road

Aston
Clinton

3.6

Land on the
corner of Park
View &
London Road

Aston
Clinton

0.2

College Road
north, Fairport
Containers

Aston
Clinton

The Nursery,
Aylesbury
Road

Aston
Clinton

Aston
Clinton

Site
Area
(ha)
1.4
3.71

0.5

0.4

Site assessment

Suitable - Site has permission for 27
dwellings (net).
Unsuitable - Any development would have a
detrimental impact on the TPO and the
other biodiversity designations. It would also
have an adverse impact on the setting of the
listed buildings.
Unsuitable - This site is an existing
employment site which is fully in use and has
recently been redeveloped.
Suitable - site has permission for 48
dwellings and is under construction with 41
dwellings remaining to come forward as at
31.03.2016
Unsuitable - Site contains mature trees and
is protected with a Tree Preservation Order.
It is also not considered 5 homes can be built
on the site considering the low density of
plots to the west and south, the openness
around the buildings and adjacent footpaths.
Unsuitable - The site is currently in use for
employment with little ability for expansion.
The neighbouring employment land would
have an adverse impact on residential
development due to the industrial uses and
the site is located away from the main
services in the village.
Unsuitable - The site currently is used as a
retail unit and it is not considered there is
scope for intensification of at least 500sqm
floorspace.

Achievability

Suitable

Capacity

27

1-5
Years

Suitable

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

41

27

6-15
Years

Economic
Development

41
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Capacity
(sqm)

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AST019

AST020

AST021

AST023

AST024

Site Address

Parish

North-West,
Land To East
College Road
North

Aston
Clinton

South, Land
To East
College Road
North
Dropshot
Farm, Land
Off College
Road North

Aston
Clinton

7.1

Aston
Clinton

3.9

Land northeast of 108148 Weston
Road
Land north of
Aylesbury
Road/ south
of the A41

Site
Area
(ha)
30.9

Aston
Clinton

2.91

Aston
Clinton

37

Site assessment

Suitable - Part of the employment buildings
on this site have already been built. The site
has two permissions outstanding for
44,129sqm B8 uses and 20,903 B2 uses.
Suitable - site has permission for 6,689sqm
of B1 uses, 7,804sqm of B2 uses and
7,804sqm of B8 uses.
Suitable - Part of the site is currently in use
as a recycling centre. The rest of the site is
vacant land and has the potential to be used
for economic development. For residential
development the site has a poor relationship
to the built form of Aston Clinton, with poor
access to services and facilities. The
surrounding employment would not be
compatible with residential development.
Suitable for housing – the site gained
planning permission for up to 50 homes in
May 2016.
Part suitable - Part of the site has planning
permission approved for 91 dwellings. A
further part of the site has a resolution to
grant planning permission for 50 homes
subject to completion of a Section 106
Agreement. Also the frontage along
Aylesbury Road is potentially suitable for
approximately 30 dwellings. Buffers need to
be provided to the watercourse on the site
to protect biodiversity value and retain
mature trees in the west and a buffer to

Achievability

Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development

Suitable

Capacity
(sqm)

Yes

No

Yes

65,032

Yes

No

Yes

22,297

Yes

No

Yes

4,500

Yes

Yes

50

50

Yes

Yes

171

100
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71

No
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Housing
Reference

AST025

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Masons
Meadow, Old
A41 Aylesbury
Road

Aston
Clinton

AST026

Land off
Chapel Drive

Aston
Clinton

2.15

AST027

Halton Brook
Business Park,
Weston Road

Aston
Clinton

3.13

RB Punching
Services, The
New Forge,
College Road

Aston
Clinton

0.08

Aston
Clinto
n

1.06

AST028

AST029

AST030

Land at the
Red House,
College Road
North

Orchard Farm,
Aylesbury
Road

Aston
Clinton

1.6

6.55

Site assessment

hedgerows. Developing the rest of the site
would not relate to the character and form
of the village.
Unsuitable - Currently used as a employment
site. It is not considered there is scope for a
further 500sqm of economic development
generating use (the minimum threshold for
HELAA).
Suitable - the site has permission for 47
dwellings.
Suitable - Site has permission for 3838sqm
B1 and 793sqm of B8. Phase 1 of the scheme
has already been built out.
Suitable - Site has permission for B1 740sqm
new floorspace, B8 39sqm new floorspace
and D2 19sqm new floorspace.
Unsuitable - site is remote from current built
development and is the other side of the
canal to the employment development to
the south. Development of the site would
have medium - high ecology impact as there
is well established hedge and mature trees
throughout the formal garden setting,
vegetation along the canal and the potential
for bats in the house. It would also be
necessary to demonstrate a suitable site
access can be achieved, including visibility
splays.
Unsuitable - the site is detached and outside
the built up limit of Aston Clinton with poor
relationship to any settlement. The site is

Achievability

Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development

Suitable

Capacity
(sqm)

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

4,631

Yes

No

Yes

798

No

No

No

No

No

No

47

47
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Housing
Reference

AST031

AST032

AST033

AST034

Site Address

Land to the
rear of 79a
Weston Road

Parish

Aston
Clinton

Woodgate
House, Park
View

Aston
Clinton

Land r/0 1-87
Weston Road

Aston
Clinton

Land off
Upper

Aston
Clinton

Site
Area
(ha)

2.3

0.64

9.3

26

Site assessment

also adjacent to a Local Wildlife Site, which is
also a Biodiversity Action Plan Habitat,
Lowland meadows. Junction analysis may be
required, in particular at the Aylesbury
Road/Aston Clinton Road/Bypass
roundabout. Footway improvements are
likely to be required.
Suitable for housing - Site is relatively
unconstrained and should come forward as
part of a larger scheme with part of AST033.
Mature hedge and tree on site should be
retained. It will be necessary to demonstrate
a suitable site access can be achieved,
including visibility splays.
Suitable - the site has full planning
permission for the erection of seven
detached dwellings, formation of vehicular
access onto the London Road and provision
of car parking.
Part suitable for housing - part of the site
closest to Weston Road (approx 5.5 ha)
could come forward as part of a larger
scheme with AST031. Mature hedge should
be retained and form southern boundary to
the site. Part of the site to the south west
should be excluded due to the land sloping
away. It will be necessary to demonstrate a
suitable site access can be achieved.
Improvements to the footway are likely to
be required.
Unsuitable – the site is in the Green Belt
and AONB.

Achievability

Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

Yes

Yes

64

40

Yes

Yes

7

7

Yes

Yes

165

40

No

No
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6-15
Years

24

Economic
Development

Suitable

Capacity
(sqm)

No

No

125

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AST035

AST036
AST037

WTV018

Total

Site Address

Icknield Way
Harebridge
Lane
Industrial
Estate,
Harebridge
Lane, near
Halton
Land at 22
and 22a New
Road
Land west
side of
College Road
North,
adjacent the
Grand Union
Canal

Parish

Aston
Clinton

Site
Area
(ha)
2.44

Site assessment

Achievability

Suitable

No

No

0.4

Suitable for housing. The site has planning
permission for 5 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

Aston
Clinton

12.89

Suitable for economic development. The
site has a significant employment area
opposite (Arla Dairy) and is in close
proximity to the A41 dual carriageway.

Yes

No

Weston
Turville
and
Aston

Road North

Clinton

170

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Suitable

Capacity
(sqm)

Unsuitable – the site is in the Green Belt
and AONB.

Aston
Clinton

'Woodlands'
forming most
of College
Farm, College

Capacity

Economic
Development

No

5

5

No

Yes

10,000

Shown in the table for Aylesbury.

831

503
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107,25
8
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Aylesbury
Housing
Reference

Site Address

AYL001

Open Space,
Bicester Road

AYL002

Land Off

AYL003

AYL004

Rembrandt End

Stocklake (east)

Land Off
Meadowcroft

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Aylesbury

13

Unsuitable - Site falls almost
entirely within Flood Zone 2/3.

No

No

No

Aylesbury

7.8

Unsuitable - Entire site falls
within Flood Zone 2/3.

No

No

No

0.80

Unsuitable - Site falls almost
entirely within Flood Zone 2/3.
Small area of land outside of
Flood Zone could provide 5
dwellings fronting Oakfield
Road however there are
access issues, there is no
existing residential
development in immediate
surroundings and it would be
out of character with the
industrial activities in the
vicinity.

No

No

No

23

Unsuitable - Majority of the
site is in Flood Zone 2/3 and
the area also provides
important green infrastructure
as an open

No

No

No

Aylesbury

Aylesbury
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Housing
Reference

AYL006

AYL008

AYL010

Site Address

Priory Crescent

Land Off
Northfield Road

Hazels
Warehouse, Park
Street

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

space/play/recreation area.

0.17

Unsuitable - Would result in
the loss of a green space
which it is considered makes
an important contribution to
the character and appearance
of the housing estate. Site also
has access issues which may
require a Transport
Assessment.

No

No

No

Aylesbury

2.25

Unsuitable - This site forms an
important area of open space
adjoining the community
centre, where there are local
play area facilities.
Development of this site
would result in a loss of green
infrastructure and local
service provision. Site also has
access issues which will
require a Transport
Assessment.

No

No

No

Aylesbury

1.13

Unsuitable - The site is
currently occupied as part of a
retail use and approximately

No

No

No

Aylesbury
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Housing
Reference

AYL011

Site Address

Vale Industrial
Estate

AYL012

Vale Industrial

AYL013

Former TRW site,

Estate

Buckingham Road

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

half of the site is also located
in Flood Zone 2/3. Site also
has access issues that will
require a Transport
Assessment.

0.02

Unsuitable - Site cannot
accommodate the minimum
HELAA threshold of five
dwellings based on 50dph.

No

No

1.06

Suitable for housing. The site
has two planning permissions
(one for the eastern half , one
for the western). The eastern
half of the site has permission
for 20 dwellings as part of a
larger scheme on AYL013, this
is under construction with 17
remaining to come forward as
at 31.03.2016. Western half of
site has permission for 37
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

17

17

No

1.45

Suitable - Site has permission
for 73 dwellings and is under
construction with 12
remaining to come forward as

Yes

Yes

12

12

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AYL015

Site Address

Vale Industrial
Estate, Southern

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Circus Fields

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

at 31.03.2016.

1.96

Unsuitable - Whilst further
economic development or
replacement buildings on site
for employment use may be
acceptable, there is no
indication of an intention for
this. The site without
reconfiguration is unlikely to
meet the minimum HELAA
threshold of 500sqm
additional floorspace.

No

No

2.98

Part Suitable - Site allocated
in AVDLP for mixed use
including 75 dwellings. Site is
ecologically important
(including habitats for Great
Crested Newts, Black Poplars,
birds and Bats) and offers an
opportunity to enhance green
infrastructure provision along
the Grand Union Canal. The
site was granted planning
permission in 2014 for the
erection of 74 dwellings and in
2011 creation of the canal

Yes

Yes

Road

AYL016

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

No

31

31
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Housing
Reference

AYL019

AYL020

AYL022

AYL023

Site Address

Aylesbury United
FC

Land Off
Watermead

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

basin which has been
completed. Site is under
construction with 31 dwellings
remaining to be completed as
at 31.03.2016.

2.4

Unsuitable - Entire site falls
within Flood Zone 2/3.

No

No

No

6.8

Unsuitable - Approximately
half the site is in Flood Zone
2/3 and the area also provides
important green infrastructure
for open
space/play/recreation areas.

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Land Off Orchard
Way

Aylesbury

0.9

Suitable - Site has permission
for a further 1417sqm of D1
uses. The rest of the site forms
a recreation ground, serving
the surrounding development.
As such development would
have an adverse impact on
green infrastructure provision.
Site would require a Transport
Assessment.

Land off Upper

Aylesbury

0.25

Unsuitable - Development of
this site would result in a loss
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Housing
Reference

AYL025

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL027

AYL028

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Abbotts Hill

of local green infrastructure
provision. There is also
national grid power lines going
through the site. Site also
would need suitable access,
and require a Transport
Assessment.

Elmhurst
community
centre, 36 Fairfax

0.17

Suitable – the site has
planning permission for 6
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

6

6

No

0.15

Suitable - The site is located
near the town centre, and can
accommodate the minimum
HELAA threshold based on 50
dph within the town centre.

Yes

Yes

25

25

No

1.43

Unsuitable - The site forms an
important area of green
infrastructure/open space for
local communities.

No

No

4.43

Suitable - The site has
permission for the demolition
of existing buildings and
redevelopment of site for
mixed uses comprising up to

Yes

Yes

Aylesbury

Crescent

AYL026

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Land at Havelock
Street

Land north of
Cleveland Park

Griffin Lane

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

No

98

98
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5,536
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Housing
Reference

AYL029

AYL030

Site Address

Civic Quarter

Station Quarter

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

net 5,536sqm for B1, 48
dwellings in Phase 1 and 35
dwellings and 15 live work
units in Phase 2.

2.58

Part suitable - Majority of site
currently occupied by car
parking, Buckinghamshire
County Council and listed
buildings. Part of the site has
permission for a
redevelopment and
refurbishment of part of the
site area for the provision of 2
new public squares and
adjoining public realm
(4850sqm), 58 dwellings,
97sqm of retail use (A1),
3115sqm food and beverage
units (A3, A4 and A5), 192sqm
commercial space, 739sqm of
community use (D1) and car
parking.

Yes

Yes

2.34

Unsuitable - The majority of
this site falls within flood
zones 2/3 and there are also
environmental constraints as

No

No

58

58
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Housing
Reference

AYL031

Site Address

Land adjacent
Railway, Stoke

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Ardenham Lane

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Biodiversity Action Plan
species of Principal
Importance are recorded
within the site. The site also
has potential access issues to
resolve.

0.86

Unsuitable - The site forms a
mounded long linear shape,
creating a buffer between the
existing residential
development and railway line.
The shape of the site is too
narrow for residential
development. The site is also
part of a wildlife habitat urban
corridor and development
would have a harmful
biodiversity impact. The site
will require a Transport
Assessment.

No

No

2

Part Suitable - The southern
frontage of the site is suitable
but development must not
result in the loss of well used
allotments. To avoid adverse
impacts on heritage assets ,

Yes

Yes

Road

AYL032

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

No

21

21
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Housing
Reference

AYL033

Site Address

Ringwood House,
Walton

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL035

AYL036

Southcourt
community
centre, Prebendal
Avenue

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

development would need to
be kept to the south. Access
for the site needs to be
agreed. Part of the site also
(Ardenham Lane House ) has
planning permission for 9
homes.

0.18

Suitable - Site has permission
for 38 dwellings subject to a
Section 106 Agreement.

Yes

Yes

38

38

No

1.76

Part suitable - Site forms a
wide range of local services
and facilities including retail
and health care. Residential
uses could be included as part
of a redevelopment of the site
provided local services still
remained.

Yes

Yes

22

22

No

0.45

Unsuitable - Site forms a part
of green infrastructure and
serves as a local facility for
residents. As such residential
development of this site
would result in having a
detrimental impact to the

No

No

Street

Walton Court
Shopping
Centre

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
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Housing
Reference

AYL038

AYL039

Site Address

Hartwell Sidings,
Oxford Road

Keith’s Garage
and Townsend
Piece, Bicester

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL040

Road

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

amenity of existing residents.
Site also subject to suitable
access being achieved, and
may require a Transport
Assessment.

1.07

Suitable - Although the site
falls within Flood Zones 2/3 it
is considered suitable because
of the evidence provided as
part of the planning
permission on this site which
suggests these constraints can
be overcome. Site currently
under construction.

Yes

Yes

1.5

Unsuitable - The site is in use
as an area of housing and a
fully utilised modern
employment site without
scope for further
development.

No

No

No

0.67

Unsuitable - The site currently
forms a well used building
materials yard. Development
of this site would result in the
loss of employment. It is not

No

No

No

Road

Sulston's Yard,
Stoke

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

55

55
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Housing
Reference

AYL041

Site Address

Land off Byron
Road

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

0.25

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

considered the site could
sufficiently intensify its
business operation on the site
however for HELAA purposes
(500 sqm). If the site were to
become vacant then it may
make a suitable site for
housing in principle
considering the location and
surrounding uses. Proposals to
redevelop the site would also
require a Transport
Assessment to be agreed.
Unsuitable – Site forms part of
a wider landscaping scheme
for the existing residential
development forming an
important part of green
infrastructure for local
residents. Development of this
site would result in
intensification of the existing
housing estate, having an
adverse impact on the
amenity of neighbouring
residents. Redeveloping the
site would also be subject to

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AYL043

AYL044

Site Address

Duck Farm Court
Station Way

Supermarket and
car park adjacent
Bourg Walk and
Aylesbury Railway
Station

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

suitable access being
achieved.

0.23

Unsuitable - The site is
centrally located with no
constraints and is currently in
retail/ancillary office use. The
site is not available for
redevelopment from the last
correspondence.

No

No

No

2.24

Unsuitable - The site
occupied as a supermarket,
public realm works, road,
walkway and town centre car
park. It isn’t considered there
is scope for intensification of
use within the site in terms of
the minimum floorspace
increase for HELAA (500sqm).
Site is also subject to suitable
access being achieved, and
would require a Transport
Assessment to demonstrate
suitability and how it would
address impact on adjoining
roundabout.

No

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AYL045

AYL048

AYL049

AYL050

Site Address

Tring Road
(Hazell's)

Land adj Douglas
Road

Land To Rear Of
Ashley Row and
adj To 37
Haddington Way
Haddington Way

Car Showroom,
Park Street

Parish

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

0.64

Unsuitable - The site is
occupied in use as a
warehouse and car parking. It
is not considered there is
scope for intensification to the
minimum level of 500sqm for
HELAA.

No

No

No

0.27

Unsuitable - This site is an
important area of open space,
well utilised by local residents.

No

No

No

Aylesbury

0.25

Suitable - Site could
accommodate 5 dwellings
subject to suitable access
being achieved. The site is an
undeveloped overgrown plot
at the end of a small estate.
There has not been
confirmation this site is still
available for development
although a planning
application for housing has
been submitted in the past.

Yes

Yes

Aylesbury

0.48

Unsuitable - The site as a car
showroom is well located as
an economic development

No

No

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

5
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No
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Housing
Reference

AYL051

AYL052

Site Address

Tring Road
(Hazell's/ BPCC)

PO Sorting Office,
Cambridge Street

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

50

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

use. However it is not
considered there is potential
for expansion/intensification
of 500sqm or more (the
threshold for HELAA) on the
land considered. Site would
also require a Transport
Assessment to demonstrate
site is suitable and impact of
development could be made
acceptable.

Aylesbury

1.75

Suitable – The site has a
resolution to grant planning
permission subject to a
Section 106 agreement for
135 dwellings. There are
detailed planning matters to
tackle including providing a
buffer strip from development
to the canal for biodiversity
purposes and improving green
infrastructure connectivity in
line with the AVDC Green
Infrastructure Strategy.

Aylesbury

0.92

Suitable - Site is suitable for
redevelopment of the site for

Yes

Yes

135

85

Yes

Yes

23

23
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Yes
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

a mixed use development as
per the Council's development
brief for the site. The mix
should consist of primarily
retail and leisure together
(approximately 5,000sqm)
with an element of residential
(approximately 23 dwellings) .
The development should
include connections/crossings
to allow integration both
within and through the site
and with the neighbouring
town centre. Part of the site
should remain for car parking
and landscaping. Relocation of
Royal Mail’s operations will be
required prior to
redevelopment of the site.
The site would also need a
suitable access being
achieved, and will require a
Transport Assessment to
demonstrate suitability and
whether impact of
development can be made
acceptable. Impact on the
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Housing
Reference

AYL053

AYL054

Site Address

Vale Park Drive
(north)

Walton Mill, Osier
Way, off Park

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Vale Retail Park
Vale Park Drive
Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

adjoining roundabouts will
need to be considered.

1.47

Unsuitable - This site is already
fully in use for retail provision
which is of a good quality and
surrounding car parking. It is
not considered there is scope
for a further 500sqm of
economic development
generating use (the minimum
threshold for HELAA).

No

No

No

1.85

Unsuitable – The site contains
areas of Flood Zone 2/3, the
Draft Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment Level 2 (2016)
identifies the site has very
significant flood risk
constraints.

No

No

No

1.57

Unsuitable – Currently a well
used and reasonable quality
retail site with 6 units. It is
not considered there is scope
for a further 500sqm of
economic development
generating use (the minimum

No

No

No

Street

AYL055

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
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Housing
Reference

AYL056

Site Address

Land off
Buckingham
Street, New
Street, Cambridge
Street and

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL057

St./Kingsbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

76

76

6-15
Years

threshold for HELAA).
Development of this site for
housing would result in a loss
of an employment-generating
site. Proposals to redevelop
the site would also require a
Transport Assessment to
demonstrate suitability and
impact of development is or
can be made acceptable. The
impact on the adjoining
roundabouts will need to be
considered.

Aylesbury

1.22

Part suitable - Site has
permission for 76 dwellings.
The existing retail site is
Council owned and the
application is for a mixed use
development for 76 homes
and a 234sqm retail extension.
The retail extension is too
small to be a suitable proposal
for HELAA to count.

Aylesbury

0.18

Unsuitable - the site is
developed with retail uses on
the ground floor and other

Cambridge Place

Corner of
Buckingham

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Housing
Reference

AYL058

AYL059

Site Address

Land between
New Street and
Buckingham
Street (Northern
Gateway)

Land At Junction
Of Buckingham
Street And New
Street

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

61

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

uses above (including
residential), not considered
there is much potential for
redevelopment.

0.86

Suitable – Heron House has
permission for 6 dwellings and
under permitted development
will provide an additional 55
dwellings, this work is under
construction. On the rest of
the site the higher quality
buildings including the
Methodist church should be
retained. Although A1/B1 use
may also be desirable at
ground floor level elsewhere
on the site, given the site size
and constraints this wouldn’t
be able to achieve at least
500sqm which is the minimum
threshold for HELAA.

Yes

Yes

61

0.49

Part Suitable –
Redevelopment of western
end and conversion of other
buildings including listed
property. Any proposal must

Yes

Yes

14
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14
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Housing
Reference

AYL060

Site Address

Park Street
Industrial Estate,

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

respect and enhance the listed
buildings and their setting.
Site is also subject to suitable
access being achieved. There
has not been confirmation this
site is available for
redevelopment.

1.47

Unsuitable - Entire site falls
within Flood Zone 2/3. The
site has very limited scope for
intensified employment use.
Site has access issues and
would require a Transport
Assessment to demonstrate
suitability and impact.

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Osier Way

AYL061

High Street South

Aylesbury

0.57

Unsuitable - Whilst the
location may be in the future
potentially suitable for a
mixed use development,
though there is no indication
the site is currently available
for development. The site also
has potential access issues to
address.

AYL062

High Street North

Aylesbury

0.37

Unsuitable - Site has potential
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Housing
Reference

AYL063

Site Address

Hampden House,
High Street

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

0.46

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

112

112

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

to introduce residential on
upper levels through
conversion (not demolition of
19th century buildings) of
upper units provided that it
does not prejudice the
operation of the retail units.
Site has planning permission
(10/01928/APP) for
conversion of first floor flat
into two flats with additional
accommodation in roof space
but is below the HELAA
threshold. There is no
indication the site is being
promoted together and is
available as a single
development site. If there
were interest in a
comprehensive development
as a single site retaining
ground floor retail then a
proposal could be suitable in
principle.
Part suitable – If employment
floor space is demonstrated to
be redundant there may be

Yes

Yes
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

potential to introduce
residential on upper levels,
either through redevelopment
or conversion of upper units
provided that it does not
prejudice the operation of the
retail units on the ground
floor. There was a withdrawn
prior approval application in
2014 for part building
conversion to 112 apartments
on the top four floors. Part
suitable to retain
employment-generating uses
on ground floor (there is not
likely to be a more than
500sqm gain therefore this is
not counted for HELAA). Car
parking associated with the
site should not be affected by
redevelopment. Site is subject
to suitable access being
achieved, and will require a
Transport Assessment to
demonstrate suitability and
impact of development is or
can be made acceptable.
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Housing
Reference

AYL064

Site Address

Dayla Soft Drinks
(Southern) Ltd 80

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL065

Estate

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Impact on the adjoining
roundabouts will need to be
considered.

0.28

Suitable - Although almost all
the site falls within Flood
Zones 2/3 it is considered
suitable because of the
evidence provided as part of
the planning application
(03/01752/APP) on this site
which suggests these
constraints can be overcome.

Yes

Yes

3.83

Unsuitable - The site is built
up in employment use without
scope for expansion. The site
is located between the canal
and housing fronting
Pembroke Road. Relative to
other locations further out on
the edge of the town there is
not considered to be scope for
intensification. Site also has
access issues and would
require a Transport
Assessment to demonstrate
suitability and impact of

No

No

- 100 High Street

Pembroke Road
Industrial

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

39
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Housing
Reference

AYL066

Site Address

Friars Square
Shopping Centre
4 Great Western

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Land North of
Manor Hospital,

AYL069

AYL070

AYL072

Gatehouse Road

6-15
Years

development.

No

1.7

Suitable - Site previously had a
resolution to grant planning
permission for 83 dwellings
subject to a S106 agreement.
Part of the site gained
planning permission for 44
homes during the year
2016/16.

Yes

Yes

83

1.4

Suitable - The site has a
planning permission for 60
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

60

60

No

Aylesbury

0.1

Suitable - site has planning
permission for a conversion
to 13 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

13

13

No

Aylesbury

0.42

Unsuitable - it is not clear on
how the site is accessed from
the public highway, and will

No

No

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Lane
Aylesbury Gas
Holder Station,

1-5
Years

Yes

Aylesbury
Lloyd Berkeley
Place, Pebble

Capacity

2.0

Aylesbury

Bierton Road

Tindal Centre,
Bierton Road,

Achievability Suitable

Suitable - The site is a well
used retail area that should be
retained for A1, there is a
planning permission for the
conversion of office space into
a 1893 A1 (retail) unit.

Street

AYL068

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Yes

83
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No
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

AYL073

Land at Thame
Road/ Leach
Road, Aylesbury

AYL076

Land east of
Gatehouse Road,
Gatehouse
Quarter

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

require a Transport
Assessment to demonstrate
suitability and impact. The site
is constrained on all sides by
existing buildings and land
acquisition may be required.
There are also likely to be
significant remediation costs.

0.6

Suitable for housing - the site
is opposite housing the other
side of a road at the end of
Bourg Walk very close to the
town centre facilities and
services. Subject to suitable
access being achieved, and
will require a Transport
Assessment to demonstrate it
is suitable and the impact of
development is or can be
made acceptable.

Yes

Yes

18

18

No

4.04

Suitable - Site has a
recommendation to grant
planning permission, subject
to a S106 agreement, for
12,484sqm economic
development (A1 foodstore)

Yes

Yes

25

25

Yes
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Housing
Reference

AYL077

AYL078

Site Address

Oaklands Hostel 3
Bierton Road

Land at
Gatehouse Close,

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL079

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

13

13

6-15
Years

and 25 dwellings.

0.44

Suitable - The former day
centre has been relocated so
the site is now available to be
considered for potential
redevelopment as housing.

Yes

Yes

3.69

Suitable - Site could provide
an additional 500sqm of B1,
B8 and D1. The site is
bordered on three sides by
employment uses. Although
there is more recent housing
to the east this is accessed or
fronting Oxford Road which
has pedestrian activity and a
wider variety of uses. If the
site becomes unoccupied and
can be proven to be unviable
for continued employment
purposes then residential
could be considered.

Yes

No

Yes

3.6

Unsuitable - The site is in use
for industrial and warehouse
units although there are 6 of
21 units unlet. Otherwise the

No

No

No

Aylesbury

Stocklake Park
Industrial Estate,
Farnborough
Close

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
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Housing
Reference

AYL081

Site Address

Land at Barnard
Crescent,

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL083

Gatehouse
Quarter,
Gatehouse Road

Aylesbury

Chelsea Road,

Aylesbury and

Coldharbour

Coldharbour

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

site is in use and not
considered capable for a
500sqm extension, the
minimum threshold for
HELAA. Site also has access
issues and would require a
Transport Assessment.

0.226

Unsuitable - the land provides
amenity green space and play
space for the locality. Site has
access issues, and would
require a Transport
Assessment.

No

No

4.77

Suitable - Site has planning
permission for 370 dwellings
which are under construction
with 130 remaining to be
completed as at 31.03.2016.

Yes

Yes

130

130

No

0.54

Part suitable - site has
planning permission for 10
dwellings on the part of the
site which is not affected by
medium/high risk Flood Zones
or pollution.

Yes

Yes

10

10

No

Aylesbury

AYL082

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

No
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

AYL084

50-52 Whaddon
Chase

Aylesbury

0.4

Suitable - Site has planning
permission for 14 dwellings

Yes

Yes

14

14

No

AYL087

Court 2A
Rickfords Hill
Aylesbury

Aylesbury

0.58

Suitable - Site has planning
permission for six dwellings.

Yes

Yes

6

6

No

0.17

Suitable - site has two
planning permissions that can
be carried out, one for 8
dwellings and the other for 14
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

22

22

No

0.089

Suitable – the site has
planning permission for 19
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

19

19

No

0.046

Suitable - Site has an
application approval under
permitted development rights
to convert the employment
space at first and second
floors to 12 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

12

12

No

0.96

Suitable - Site is suitable for
economic development. The
site has been cleared and is
currently vacant. Given the
site previous use was retail

Yes

No

AYL089

AYL090

AYL091

Friarage Court,
Rickfords Hill

Kings Court,
George Street

Pembroke Court
22-28 Cambridge

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Street

AYL093

19 Broadfields
Retail Estate

Aylesbury
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Housing
Reference

AYL094

AYL095

Site Address

Camden Vauxhall
garage Bicester
Road Industrial
Estate

Unit 2C,
Broadfields,

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Plot C, Bell
Business Park,
Brunel Road

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

park and surrounding uses are
currently employment use,
the site lends itself to being
appropriate for employment
or continued retail park use.
The site has a recent
permission for 75sqm B1 and
3,045sqm B8.

0.57

Suitable - site has planning
permission for 1599sqm of
retail space and is currently
under construction.

Yes

No

Yes

1,599

Aylesbury

0.15

Suitable - for economic
development. The unit is
currently occupied by Forces
support selling donated items.
Unit is located amongst six
other retail units within
Broadfields Trading Estate, a
retail use would be
appropriate to fit in with the
current neighbouring uses.

No

No

Yes

1,486

Aylesbury

0.31

Suitable for housing or
employment. Although
previously HELAA said the site

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

Aylesbury

Bicester Road

AYL096

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

24

24
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Housing
Reference

AYL097

Site Address

Former Kerry
Ingredients Site

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL098

Road

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

was unsuitable for residential,
an appeal for 24 homes has
been allowed (15/01030). For
the purposes of HELAA it is
assumed this will be carried
out in the first five years,
replacing employment.

0.53

Suitable - Site has planning
permission for a petrol filling
station and is under
construction. Site is located
within an employment area,
and has the potential to
deliver 5,257 sqm of economic
development. Residential
development would not be
appropriate in this location
which is an established
employment area and would
also result om a loss of
needed employment land in
this location.

Yes

No

0.26

Suitable - Site has planning
permission for a 14 bed care
home (counted separately to
general housing in HELAA)

Yes

Yes

Gatehouse Road

Former Steeple
Chase PH, Taylor

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Yes

8

8
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Housing
Reference

AYL100

Site Address

Former Equitable
Life Assurance,
100 Walton

Parish

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL107

6-18 Mill Street

The Britannia PH,
9 Buckingham
Road

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

and 8 dwellings.

0.27

Suitable - Site is currently
vacant and has planning
permission for the
redevelopment of the site to
provide a new crown court
building comprising 5390sqm.

Yes

No

0.04

Suitable - it is most likely flats
would come forward if it is to
be at least 5 units (the
minimum threshold for
HELAA) given the small size of
the site. It will be necessary to
demonstrate a suitable site
access can be achieved,
including visibility splays and
adequacy of junction with Mill
Street to Cambridge Street.

Yes

Yes

6

6

No

0.07

Suitable - The site has
planning permission for the
demolition of former public
house and redevelopment of
site to create 13 dwellings
with associated landscaping.

Yes

Yes

13

13

No

Street

AYL106

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Yes
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Housing
Reference

AYL108

AYL109

AYL110

AYL111

AYL113

Site Address

Kingsbury House,
2 George Street

7-9 Market
Square

Kingfisher House,
61 Walton Street

Wing House 5
Britannia Street

Garage Court,
Narbeth Drive

Parish

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

0.03

Suitable - Site is has potential
to deliver around 8 dwellings.

Yes

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Yes

Yes

8

8

No

0.03

Suitable – Site has planning
permission for the conversion
of offices to create 5
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

5

5

No

0.39

Suitable - Site is has planning
permission for 44 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

44

44

No

0.03

Suitable - The site has prior
approval consent for the
conversion of the first, second
and third floors from offices to
18 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

18

18

No

No

No

Unsuitable - It would be
difficult to achieve 5 homes on
the site - the minimum for
HELAA. A lesser number may
be acceptable subject to
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Housing
Reference

AYL114

Site Address

Land rear of 151155 Wendover

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

AYL116

Rabans Lane

Western House,
14 Rickfords Hill

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

Aylesbury

No

No

Aylesbury

6.6

Suitable - around 200
dwellings could be achieved
subject to achieving a
satisfactory highway access
and retaining buffers of
existing vegetation on site
boundaries for biodiversity
assets. The site is also
suitable for economic
development but it is
assumed a sole residential is
the likely use to come
forward rather than mixed.

Yes

Yes

200

100

0.04

Suitable for housing – the site
has planning permission for
15 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

15

15

Aylesbury

6-15
Years

detailed design matters but
the minimum for HELAA is 5.
Unsuitable - It would be
difficult to achieve at least 5
homes in line with local
character. The site is to the
rear of existing homes back
gardens.

Road

AYL115

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

No
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Housing
Reference

AYL117

AYL118

AYL119

Site Address

112 High Street

Whitehall Street
Car Park

Land between
Brunel Road and

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

0.03

Suitable for housing – the site
has planning permission for 5
dwellings.

Yes

Yes

0.09

Unsuitable - the site is too
small to achieve 5 homes the
minimum threshold for
HELAA (even using 50 dph
density).

No

No

No

1.2

Suitable for economic
development - The site is in
an employment area with
employment use on the site
and potentially this could
have limited intensification,
an additional 500sqm
floorspace (the minimum for
HELAA)

Yes

No

Yes

500

0.14

Suitable – the site has
planning permission for
1,382sqm D1 use.

Yes

No

Yes

1382

0.09

Suitable – the site has
planning permission for
679sqm (net gain) B2 use.

Yes

No

Yes

679

Rabans Lane

AYL120

Sit Henry Floyd
Grammar School,

Aylesbury

Oxford Road

AYL121

British Telecom,
Griffin Lane
Industrial Estate,
Griffin Lane

Aylesbury

Capacity

1-5
Years

5

5

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
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Housing
Reference

AYL122

AYL123

BER001

Site Address

Alton House
Business Park

37 Bicester Road

Berryfields Major
Development
Area

Parish

Aylesbury

Aylesbury

Berryfields

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

1.46

Suitable. Individual units on
the site have planning
permission (six different
consents of 9, 8, 13, 11, 8 15,
homes giving a total of 64
homes.

Yes

0.08

Suitable - the site has a
planning permission 07.09.16
for 8 new dwellings and 3
existing lost.

200

Suitable - for housing and any
of the economic development
uses approved on the
Berryfields permission. This
site is the Berryfields MDA and
is under construction with
1,534 dwellings still to be
completed as at 31/03/2016.
Also 1,400sqm of A1 still to be
completed and 36000sqm of
B1,2,8. The site includes the
applications for Berryfields
House (235 dwellings) and
Berryfields Cottage (19
dwellings).

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Capacity

1-5
Years

Yes

64

64

No

Yes

Yes

5

5

No

Yes

Yes

1,534

977
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Housing
Reference

BER002

Site Address

Quarrendon
Fields/Berryfields

Parish

Berryfields

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

20.16

Unsuitable - Development
would have a significant
adverse impact on landscape
character and visual intrusion
into the wider vale landscape.
There is also the likelihood of
development causing
significant harm to the
principal remaining visual link
with the historic rural
agricultural setting of the
Scheduled Ancient Monument
(SAM) 300m to the south. Also
development would have
harmful biodiversity impacts
with arable and semi
improved grassland with
hedge and mature trees on
the site.

No

No

No

83.5

Unsuitable - Development
immediately adjacent the
Scheduled Ancient Monument
is likely to have harmful
impacts. The site is in Flood
Zones 2 and 3. Development
would be likely to have a
harmful landscape and visual

No

No

No

East

BER003

Land of the
Quarrendon
Scheduled
Ancient
Monument (St
Peters Chapel and
Medieval Village)
and North of the

Berryfields

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

River Thame

BER004

Land north of the
Western Link
Road to the east
of Berryfields

Berryfields

72.85

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

impact. Also development
would have a potential
harmful biodiversity impact
with arable and semi
improved grassland with
hedge and mature trees on
the site.
Unsuitable - The site is
separated from existing
development and although it
adjoins a small section of the
Berryfields MDA to the south
this is planned to be open
space. This site, north of the
new Western Link Road is
exposed in the open
countryside on land rising to
the northwest in a sensitive
landscape and in proximity to
the Quarrendon Scheduled
Ancient Monument.
Development would be likely
to have a harmful landscape
and visual impact. It would
also have a harmful
biodiversity impact with
arable and semi improved

No

No
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Housing
Reference

BER005

Site Address

Parish

Land north of

Berryfields

Berryfields MDA

and Hardwick

Site
Area
(ha)

245

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

grassland with hedge and
mature trees on the site.
Unsuitable - Half of site is in
the red edge linked to the
Berryfields development to
provide open space. The
remaining area is remote, at
least 3.5km, from Aylesbury
Town Centre with no other
development surrounding it,
the site is in an exposed
sensitive landscape with
significant areas in flood Zone
2/3. Development would be
likely to have a harmful
landscape and visual impact.
The site would also not be
able to provide any known
needed infrastructure for
Aylesbury because it does not
contain flood alleviation
schemes or land for link roads.
There is a potentially harmful
biodiversity impact from
development with arable and
semi improved grassland with
hedge and mature trees on

No

No
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Housing
Reference

BIE010

Site Address

Land East of
Broughton
adjacent Grand
Union Canal

Parish

Bierton with
Broughton

Site
Area
(ha)

BIE018

Bierton with
Broughton

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

the site.

10.3

Unsuitable - The site does
not have vehicular access and
until the large site to the
north Aylesbury East is
planned in detail and
completed the site is
otherwise very remote from
settlement an isolated piece
of land on the side of the
Aylesbury Arm of the Grand
Union canal.

No

No

314.4
.

Suitable – The site has
permission for 2,450 housing
and 10ha employment. There
is also further development
such as secondary and primary
schools (floorspaces would be
agreed at the reserved
matters stage for different
land parcels). Semi improved
grassland with hedge and
mature trees on most
boundaries that needs to be
retained. Construction of the
infrastructure on the site has

Yes

Yes

Aylesbury Arm

Land East Of
Aylesbury
(Kingsbrook)
Broughton
Crossing Bierton

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

No

2,450

850
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Housing
Reference

BIE019

BIE020

Site Address

Parish

Three Ponds Field

Bierton with

Stocklake

Broughton

Land East of
Circus Fields,
Stocklake,

Bierton with
Broughton

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

started.

3.11

Unsuitable - Biodiversity,
Landscape and Flood Zones 2
and 3 constraints make this
site difficult to develop.

No

No

1.7

Suitable - site has permission
for 42 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

126

Unsuitable - There are historic
features within the existing
parliamentary field
enclosures/patterns which
would be engulfed if the site
was developed. Development
would have a harmful
landscape and visual impact as
development would spill over
the Bierton ridge spur and
harm the rural setting and
identity of Bierton.
Development would lead to
coalescence of settlements
which would be harmful to the
distinct character and identity
of Watermead and to Bierton.

No

No

No

42

42

No

Oakfield Road

BIE021

Land East Of A413
Buckingham Road
& Watermead,
Aylesbury

Watermead ,
Bierton with
Broughton
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Housing
Reference

BIE022

Site Address

Parish

Manor Farm,

Bierton with

Broughton

Broughton

Site
Area
(ha)

29.11

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Development would
potentially have a severe
impact on the existing
highway network. It is likely
that development would also
have a harmful impact on
existing habitats and ecology
(there is a mixture of arable
and semi improved grassland,
hedges and mature trees on
boundaries with isolated
ponds on site). Bats and Great
Crested Newts are likely to be
present. Furthermore an
appeal decision on a proposal
of 1,560 homes from summer
2016 also raised concerns to
the loss of best and more
versatile agricultural land.
Part suitable – This site is to
the south of the approved
(Kingsbrook) MDA at BIE018,
once this has been delivered
then this part of this site
(approx.10ha to the north)
would be suitable for
development through a

Yes

Yes

350
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

sensitively designed scheme.
The southern part of the site
within Flood Zone 2 and 3
should be excluded. The
eastern link road provided by
BIE018 comes to the north of
the site and this would need
to be continued south through
the site. The area of the site to
the west of this link road could
then be suitable, allowing for
a buffer between the village of
Broughton, the Scheduled
Ancient Monument to the
south of the site and the listed
building adjacent the site.
Broughton Manor Farm Barn
is within the site boundary
and is a Grade II* building at
risk, there is the opportunity
to repair this building as part
of the development. The canal
runs to the north of the site, a
buffer should also be provided
where the site adjoins this,
along with farmland bird
compensation habitat
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Housing
Reference

BKP002

Site Address

Land north of
Weedon Hill MDA
and Watermead

FLM001

Land at Fleet
Marston

Parish

Buckingham
Park

Fleet Marston

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

enhancements.

8.63

Unsuitable - The land is open
fields serving as landscape
buffer zone between the
dwellings on the Weedon Hill
MDA (Buckingham Park) and
the traffic on the Western Link
Road. The land is part of the
open countryside beyond the
natural settlement limits of
Aylesbury with land falling
away to the west. There may
be impacts on the nearby
Scheduled Ancient
Monument, archaeology and
Great Crested Newts.
Development would be likely
to have a harmful landscape
and visual impact.

No

No

No

173.7

Unsuitable - The site is in an
Area of Attractive Landscape
and developing the site would
have an adverse impact on the
character and appearance of
the landscape and cause
significant landscape and

No

No

No
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Housing
Reference

FLM002

Site Address

Land south of
Fleet Marston
farm and north
west of the River
Thame

Parish

Fleet Marston
and
Waddesdon

Site
Area
(ha)

270

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

visual harm. Development of
this site would have an
adverse impact on he setting
of a listed building. The site
has transport constraints as
there is limited width of the
railway bridge over the A41
which results in a significant
constraint to achieving a high
quality route for pedestrians
and cyclists in the direction of
Aylesbury.
Unsuitable - Part of the site is
partly in the HS2 safeguarding
area. A large part of the site
closest to the built up area of
Aylesbury is within Flood Zone
2/3. Development of the rest
of the site would have harmful
landscape and visual impacts,
the land is in an Area of
Attractive Landscape. It is
separated from Berryfields
MDA by the railway line. The
site has a high biodiversity
value with semi improved
grassland and arable fields and

No

No
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Housing
Reference

SMD004

Site Address

Land south of
Stoke Mandeville
Hospital

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

16.7

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

409

50

359

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

hedges throughout along with
mature trees and the river
Thame on the southern
boundary.
Suitable for housing- site is
suitable in the longer term for
housing development
potentially at around 35dph as
part of a strategic
development with sites
SMD005, SMD006, SMD007,
SMD008 and SMD016
providing a strategic
(southern-eastern) link road
and any strategic green
infrastructure and footpaths
connected to the HS2
mitigation around the south of
Aylesbury and into Stoke
Mandeville parish. Otherwise
unsuitable as the site is not
enclosed on the opposite side
of Lower Road and
development would be out of
keeping with the built form
and settlement character. If
site SHLSMD012 was built out

Yes

Yes
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Housing
Reference

SMD005

Site Address

Land around Red
House Farm,
Lower Road

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

2.8

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

then this would be likely to
change. There is also a
biodiversity impact to resolve
with arable fields and poor
hedge connectivity - farmland
birds are likely to be present.
Part Suitable - site is suitable
in the longer term only for
around 2ha development as
part of a strategic
development with sites
SMD004, SMD006, SMD007
SMD008 and SMD016
potentially at a density around
35 dph and also providing a
strategic (southern-eastern)
link road and any strategic
green infrastructure and
footpaths connected to the
HS2 mitigation around the
south of Aylesbury and into
Stoke Mandeville parish.
Otherwise unsuitable as the
site is not adjacent an existing
settlement or housing area.
Although the site is in close
proximity to two existing

Yes

Yes

70
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Housing
Reference

SMD006

Site Address

Land between
Lower Road and
Chiltern Railways
line (AylesburyStoke
Mandeville)

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

30.9

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

employment sites, these are
small scale and the potential
site is not considered to meet
the HELAA criteria for new
employment sites in terms of
proximity to the strategic road
network. Lower Road runs
through residential areas in
Aylesbury (South) and Stoke
Mandeville. There is also a
likely biodiversity impact with
semi improved grassland with
hedge on boundary to 2 fields.
Part Suitable for housing
(21.6ha) in the longer term as
part of a strategic
development with sites
SMD004, SMD007, SMD008
and SMD016 to also provide
strategic green infrastructure
and a southern/eastern link
road and a green space buffer
to safeguard the separate
identify of the two
settlements. Site SMD004
would need to be developed
first or a strategic

Yes

Yes

400
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Housing
Reference

SMD007

Site Address

Parish

Land on

Stoke

Wendover Road

Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

10.29

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

252

52

200

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

development including that
site. There are also potential
adverse impacts to consider –
a Listed Building is on the site 6 Lower Road. Also
biodiversity impact with
arable and semi improved
grassland fields with poor
hedge connectivity. Farm land
birds likely to be present.
Part Suitable for housing (7.2ha) in the longer term as
part of a strategic
development with sites
SMD008, SMD004, SMD005,
SMD006, SMD008 and
SMD016 including delivery of
housing potentially at around
35dph, strategic green
infrastructure, an HS2
Highway, eastern-southern
link road and footpaths. There
would be a need to provide a
green space as a buffer to
safeguard the separate
identity of the two
settlements. There would also

Yes

Yes
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Housing
Reference

SMD008

Site Address

Land between
Wendover Road
and railway line

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

20.7

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

be a biodiversity impact to
resolve with a semi improved
grassland field surrounded by
a hedge pond in an adjacent
field to the east.
Part Suitable for housing
(14.5ha) in the longer term as
part of a strategic
development with sites
SMD004, SMD005, SMD006
SMD007 and SMD016 to also
provide strategic green
infrastructure and a
southern/eastern link road
and a green space buffer to
safeguard the separate
identify of the two
settlements. There would also
be a biodiversity impact to
resolve with arable fields with
poor hedges. There is also a
pond in North East corner and
a biodiversity buffer would be
needed around the ponds and
hedges that are intact.

Yes

Yes

270
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Housing
Reference

SMD009

Site Address

Land between
Marsh Lane,
Princes
Risborough
Railway Line and
Aylesbury

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

9.36

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Part suitable – the site is part
suitable in the longer term for
housing potentially at around
35 dph, potential green
infrastructure, HS2 Highway,
strategic link road and
footpaths only on the basis
that High Speed 2 comes
forward. Around 4.8ha in the
northeast of the site is
suitable for built development
on land adjoining the school
and (part of the proposals
covering site SHLSTO016).
Need to carefully consider and
plan for impact on the Listed
Building adjacent - Hall End.
The remainder of the site is in
Flood Zones 2 and 3 and HS2
buffer zone and only suitable
for potential green
infrastructure, a strategic link
road and footpaths . There
would also be biodiversity
impacts with a series of large
arable and semi improved
grassland some hedges intact

Yes

Yes

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

168
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Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
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Housing
Reference

SMD011

Site Address

Bucks Sport and
Social Club, Lower
Road

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

3.73

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

100

100

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

and mature trees including
black poplars and these
features must be retained.
Need to address highways
impact on Marsh Lane and
sustainable transport options
into Aylesbury.
Suitable – for housing for a
strategic development for HS2
mitigation with SHLSMD012
and SHLSMD009 and
SHLSTO016. The strategic
development will include
some housing potentially at
around 35 dph, significant
green infrastructure, a HS2
Highway, strategic link road
and footpaths. Otherwise of
the whole site is unsuitable loss of a community facility
with no evidence it isn't being
used or isn't needed. The field
in the south of the site is
beyond the southern built up
edge of Aylesbury that is well
defined. There would also be a
biodiversity impact with the

Yes

Yes
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Housing
Reference

SMD012

Site Address

Land South of
Bucks Sports and
Social Club, Lower

Parish

Stoke
Mandeville

Site
Area
(ha)

SMD016

Land off Isis Close

Stoke

And Oat Close

Mandeville

Land west of the
A413 Wendover
Road

Stoke
Mandeville

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

site comprising amenity and
semi improved grassland with
a hedge on boundary. Direct
site access to the B4443 may
have adverse highway
impacts.

9.2

Suitable -The site has a
resolution to grant outline
planning permission for 190
homes subject to a section
106 agreement.

Yes

Yes

190

2.4

Suitable - The site has a valid
outline planning permission
for 24 dwellings. The site in
biodiversity terms is scrub
and woodland establishing on
site requiring enhancements
and mitigation as part of any
approval of the detailed
application.

Yes

Yes

24

14.1

Part suitable for housing
(4.8ha northern part of the
site, eastern side of railway)
in the longer term as part of a
strategic development with

Yes

Yes

168

Road

SMD013

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

60

130

24
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Housing
Reference

STO015

Site Address

Land between
Hartwell House
and Fairford Leys
including
Aylesbury Park

Parish

Stone with
Bishopstone
and Hartwell,

Site
Area
(ha)

STO016

Mandeville

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

sites SMD004, SMD005,
SMD006 SMD007 and
SMD008 to also provide
strategic green infrastructure
and a southern/eastern link
road and a green space buffer
to safeguard the separate
identify of the two
settlements.

298

No

No

94.1

Part Suitable - The site is part
suitable for housing
development (with sites
SHLSMD009, 011 and 012) in
the longer term only if High
Speed 2 goes ahead. 808

Yes

Yes

Aylesbury

Stone with
Bishopstone
and Hartwell,
Stoke

Achievability Suitable

Unsuitable - The site is heavily
constrained by the High Speed
2 safeguarding area, various
heritage (including Historic
Park and Garden), biodiversity
(thick hedge/tree coverage
and protected species), flood
risk and landscape constraints
with likely harmful impacts
making the site very sensitive
to new development.

Golf Club

Land between
Oxford Road,
Standalls Farm
and Aylesbury

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

No

808

50
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Housing
Reference

WEE001

Site Address

Land North of
Weedon Hill MDA

Parish

Weedon &
Buckingham
Park.

Site
Area
(ha)

11.27

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

homes over 23.1ha potentially
at around 35pdh with
significant quantities of
potential green infrastructure
and an HS2 Highway, strategic
link road and footpaths. Part
of the rest of the site adjacent
the A418 in Flood Zone 2 or 3a
may be suitable for a quantum
of employment development
however it is unclear at this
stage if this would ultimately
form part of an urban
extension.
Unsuitable - Appeal Dismissed
for housing development
27.01.15. In relation to visual
impacts the proposed
development on the western
parcel would be highly
intrusive and would extend
the town into the open
countryside with no
immediate visual rationale to
justify the extension. There is
a marked demarcation
between the town and the

No

No
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

countryside and the line of the
Aylesbury Western Link Road
is not considered to markedly
alter this situation. The
development promoted would
however introduce a range of
buildings extending towards
the ridge and visible beyond it
with an inevitable marked
impact on landscape
character. The consented
park and ride facility on the
western parcel
(03/00393/AOP) was however
felt to be the type of feature
found in such locations, the
area would remain largely
open and its impact would be
restricted to the lower part of
the site. The park and ride
proposed for the eastern
parcel would stand as an
unrelated incursion into an
attractive landscape and
would have a high adverse
significance for Weedon Hill
House and its garden.
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Housing
Reference

WEE002

WEE003

Site Address

Land north of
Weedon Hill MDA
and the Western
Link Road

Land north of
Weedon Hill MDA
and Watermead

Parish

Weedon

Weedon

Site
Area
(ha)

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

27.9

Unsuitable - The site is well
beyond the settlement limits
of Aylesbury and remote from
the town centre, forming part
of the open countryside with
likely adverse landscape/visual
impacts. Also biodiversity
impacts with 5 arable fields
with thick hedges and mature
trees on boundaries - the
retention of these features
would be required and hedges
retained and enhanced.

No

No

No

60.2

Unsuitable - This site is likely
to have a significant landscape
and visual impact and is
isolated from the built form of
Aylesbury and as such is
relatively distant from
Aylesbury town centre core
for services and facilities.
Therefore this site is not
considered suitable for the
HELAA. Also biodiversity
impacts with the site
comprising a mixture of arable
and semi improved grassland

No

No

No
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Housing
Reference

WEE008

WTM001

WTM002

Site Address

Weedon Hill Farm

Crematorium site,
former Ski Slope

land north of
Watermead,

Parish

Weedon

Aylesbury

Watermead

Site
Area
(ha)

WTV016

Weston
Turville

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

5

5

6-15
Years

fields hedges on some
boundaries mature trees
scattered throughout these
boundaries and a stream on
southern tip of the site.

1

Suitable - site has permission
for 5 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

5.72

Suitable - Site is suitable for
economic development (sui
generis) as a Crematorium as
per the Full Planning
Permission granted 18.06.15.
The crematorium buildings are
550sqm.

Yes

No

Yes

550

1.87

Suitable - site is suitable for
economic development. The
site is a commitment of
1300sqm A1 new floorspace
and 1766sqm other use new
floorspace.

Yes

No

Yes

3,066

29.5

Suitable –the site has a
resolution to grant planning
permission for 400 homes,
5000sqm B1, 500sqm
A1/A2/A3 and 4,000sqm

Yes

Yes

Yes

9,500

Buckingham Road

Aston Clinton
Major
Development
Area, Aston

Site assessment

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

400
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Clinton Road

WTV017

Westonmead
Farm , A41
London Road

WTV018

'Woodlands'
forming most of
College Farm,

Weston
Turville

Weston
Turville and
Aston Clinton

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

120

120

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

hotel/pub/restaurant subject
to completion of a Section
106 Agreement. The setting of
the Scheduled Ancient
Monument needs to be
considered in the
development of this site. The
site is allocated in the
Aylesbury Vale District Local
Plan 2004.

11.5

Part Suitable - the southern
part of the site is suitable for
housing or employment uses
provided it comes forward
with as part of a
comprehensive scheme linked
with WTV016. Also suitable
for a park and ride facility.
Semi improved grassland
starting to scrub over hedge
on the boundary which should
be retained for biodiversity
value.

Yes

Yes

170

Part Suitable (employment) –
Although there is a significant
constraint with a large part of

No

No
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Housing
Reference

Site Address
College Road
North

Parish

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

the site being flood zone 3b
part of the site to the east is
less constrained and may
currently be suitable for
employment development. In
terms of the whole site, there
is a current planning
application in including
mitigation measures (including
flood risk reduction) so further
development potential (area
and range of uses) may be
released subject to agreed
mitigation. At the time of
producing HELAA v4report,
although the Environment
Agency has agreed the flood
risk modelling accompanying
the planning application,
there are still unresolved
issues regarding the site as
part of the Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment. The site has
the potential to deliver a
much needed strategic link
road which would increase
connectivity. Development of
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Housing
Reference

WTV019

Site Address

Land Adjacent to
Aston Clinton
Holiday Inn

WTV020

WTV021

WTV022

Parish

Weston
Turville

Land to east of

Weston

New Road

Turville

New Road

Weston
Turville

Land at Hampden

Weston

Fields

Turville

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

the whole site would have
medium ecology impact and
some landscape and visual
impact.

5.79

Suitable - the site should be
carefully designed to be
incorporated as part of a
wider comprehensive scheme
including site WTV022.

Yes

Yes

158

3.97

Suitable - site has permission
for 64 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

64

25

1.7

Suitable - the site should be
carefully designed to be
incorporated as part of a
wider comprehensive scheme
including site WTV022.

Yes

Yes

51

51

218

Suitable - site suitable for
housing-led mixed use
development subject to
strategic link road and
satisfactory Transport
Assessment being agreed with
the local highway authority.
The mix of uses previously
proposed included 40,000 sqm

Yes

Yes

3,060
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No

39

No

No

3,060

Yes

46,800
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Housing
Reference

Site Address

WTV025

Land Bounded By
New Road And
Aston Clinton
Road

WTV027

Poste House
Hotel, Aston
Clinton Road

WTV031

Land adjacent
169 Aston Clinton
Road

Total

Parish

Weston
Turville

Weston
Turville

Weston
Turville

Site
Area
(ha)

Site assessment

Achievability Suitable

Capacity

1-5
Years

6-15
Years

135

50

85

Economic
Development
Suitable Capacity
(sqm)

B1/B2/B8/sui generis uses,
link road between A413
Wendover Road and A41
Aston Clinton Road; provision
of two primary schools, a
mixed use local centre
comprising of 3,500sqm A1
retail (including a pharmacy
and a food store) 2,000sqm D1
uses and 500sqm D2 uses and
800sqm for mixed other uses.

12

Suitable - Site has permission
approved subject to a S106
agreement for 135 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

0.06

Suitable - Site has permission
for two storey rear extension
to provide 72 hotel bedrooms.

Yes

No

0.45

Suitable for housing - The site
has planning permission for
12 dwellings.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

12

12,923

12

3,870

990

No

9,053
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